
Participants:
- at FNAL: B. Badgett, L. Bagby, A. Fava, C. James, S. Marcocci, C. Montanari, A. 
Schukraft, P. Wilson
- on Vidyo: C. Hilgenberg, GL Raselli, B. Wilson 

1) C. Montanari _ general announcements
     - The container of material coming from CERN is ready for shipment. 
        P. Wilson received the documentation yesterday, so it is assumed the container 
will leave CERN before Christmas.
     - J. Poirot is taking care of shipment of other parts coming directly from supplier, 
no particular news on this side
     - M. Nessi, D. Mladenov and JL Grenard are coming to FNAL next week and they 
will meet C. Montanari for updates.
     - The process of finding a solution for covering the cold vessels for the operations 
to be done outside (sealing of doors, installation of feet, vacuum tightness tests) is 
still undergoing. Nothing will happen before Christmas for sure.
     - 2 working groups in common with near detector exist as of now: slow controls 
and data analysis.
       However, there are other common areas of work: PMT, CRT, safety…
       Suggestions about how to organise at best joint efforts are welcome.

     - P. Wilson comments that from the readout point of view some activities are 
naturally shared because the same people are taking care of that for the two 
detectors.
     - Anne Schukraft reports that I. Kreslo, responsible for SBND CRT, is being very 
helpful for the readout. 
       ICARUS is well behind SBND concerning this aspect, so there has been a 
collaboration and coordination but 1-way only as of now.

2) A. Fava _ announcement of new common online meetings
     https://indico.cern.ch/event/687209/contributions/2819358/attachments/
1574485/2487180/Common_DAQ_mtg.pdf
     - A new series of meeting is being set-up, covering all aspects of online data 
processing.
     - It will focus on common efforts, but experiment specific issues will be discussed 
as well, so that everybody is informed of what is going on on the other side.
     - They will be held every 2 weeks, and 1 every 2-3 meetings will be less technical 
and dedicated to broader discussions on “strategy” and architecture.
     - A doodle poll has been set-up to choose the date: h"ps://doodle.com/poll/
biew5agvwyxsapmf
							Each Collaborator is asked to fill it out by next Tuesday, considering that in case 
of Wednesdays it will alternate with WA104.
       Broad participation is encouraged.
					
     C. Montanari asks to prepare a list of deliverables for this meeting to nail down 
the scope.
 

3) L. Bagby _ Rack builds

https://indico.cern.ch/event/687209/contributions/2819358/attachments/1574485/2487180/Common_DAQ_mtg.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/687209/contributions/2819358/attachments/1574485/2487180/Common_DAQ_mtg.pdf


     - The final plan of rack builds is needed in view of architecting at best the AC 
distribution, having in mind the plan of splitting the AC distribution between the 2 
cryostats, whenever possible.
     - Docdb 1466 (https://sbn-docdb.fnal.gov/cgi-bin/private/ShowDocument, uname: 
lar1nd, pwd: argonND!) is where all documentations on all equipment is collected.
       Here, however, several things are still missing: for instance, information on the 
VME crates for the PMT digitizers
       One of the reason for asking that, is surveying the possible need for external fan 
packs.

https://sbn-docdb.fnal.gov/cgi-bin/private/ShowDocument

